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With the rapid growth of the Internet, we come into contact with more and more
electronic document, how to find out information we need from the vast amounts
of electronic resources become increasingly important. Readers can quickly
determine whether a document is relevant to their information need if the
keywords of this document are provided. Although keywords are useful, most of
the existing documents don’t have keywords assigned to them, and manually
assigning keywords to documents is costly.Therefore,it’s very valuable for us to
study automatic keyword extraction technology profoundly.
Chinese keyword extraction technology is developing rapidly, a variety of
methods have been proposed. We can view the extraction of keywords as a
classification process,that is, a word or a phrase can be classed as “keyword” or
“non-keyword” .But regular categorization approach map a word or a phrase to a
single category,and the independence assumption of different features of general
classifier will cause some problems,these lead to unsatisfactory extraction results.
Fuzzy logic can solve this problem.However,the traditional fuzzy control must set
control rules in advance,and because of the limitations of expert knowledge and
the variability of the environment, any expert can not obtain the best rules or
optimal membership function.Neural network has strong learning capabilities,if we
can combine the fuzzy logic with neural network,fuzzy control rules and
membership functions can automatically generate through the study of the
sample data,this can overcome the limitation of artificial selection of fuzzy control
rules.Therefore,in this paper,fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks are
combined for Chinese keyword extraction.
First,we calculated feature values of the words as training samples,and then
annotate the membership value of each category the words belong to.The













model is built after training. In the testing phase,our program determines
candidate keywords and feature values,and then applies the model built during
training.The model calculate the membership values of each category the words
belong to,and then some post-processing operations extract the keywords we
need.
Finally,we compare our algorithm with the well-known keyword extraction 
algorithm KEA.Experimental results show that our algorithm works better than
KEA for the Chinese keywords case.
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